Registering the impact of the ecological revolutions through which the capitalist world-system unfolded, the figure of the zombie sits at the fault lines of racial, class, gender and environmental violence. The classic zombie figure toiling on the plantation fields thus may be read as a cultural response to capitalism’s development through the ruthless exploitation and commoditisation of labor and nature. Further, the figure of the white female zombie, a staple of the imperial imagination, registers on the level of what one might term the work’s ecological unconscious the imbrications of nature-society relations. In their more recent texts from the last decade of the twentieth century, Ana Lydia Vega and Mayra Montero employ the female zombie figure to reflect on various forms of structural, environmental and symbolic violence and to formulate a critique of the imperial gothic. Their texts may thus be read to speak to, and perhaps help to bring together, eco-feminist and world-ecological strands of thought.
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